Abstract: A simple current-reversible chaotic jerk circuit is proposed and particularly demonstrates the use of inherently tanh(x) nonlinearity of a single opamp for a chaotic jerk circuit. No additionally nonlinear devices are required. Bifurcation is electronically tunable through a current source in a reversible direction. The largest Lyapunov exponent of either direction forms mirror images, whereas the chaotic attractor of either direction forms anti-symmetric images.
Introduction
Autonomous chaotic oscillators have recently been of much interest in order to a variety of applications in science and engineering such as chaos-based secure communications [1], cryptography [2] or wide-band communication systems [3] . A category of chaotic circuits based on an operational amplifier (opamp), or opamps, has been of particular interest owing to its simple realization. For instance, the chaotic circuits that were early proposed based on a positive-feedback loop [4] and a biquadratic filter [5] , a chaotic circuit based on a single opamp has employed a diode [6] , whereas a chaotic jerk circuit based on two opamps has employed sgn(x) nonlinearity [7] . Recently, current-tunable chaotic circuits have been demonstrated for such a category using either exponential nonlinearity of a diode with a single opamp [8, 9] , or sgn(x) nonlinearity with two opamps [10] . Although the former has exploited a current source I0 for a dynamical model [8] and a jerk model [9] , I0 has encountered difficulty in a reverse direction due to the diode direction. Although the later [10] has exploited current-reversible I0 without such difficulty, the two required opamps have resulted in a relatively complicated chaotic jerk circuit. It is natural to wonder whether a simple current-reversible chaotic jerk circuit is possible based on a single opamp without a diode. In this paper, a simple current-reversible chaotic jerk circuit is presented using neither a diode nor a two-opamp approach. The paper particularly demonstrates the use of inherently tanh(x) nonlinearity of a single opamp for a chaotic jerk circuit. The direction of I0 is reversible and no longer depend on the diode direction when a single opamp is employed. The largest Lyapunov exponent of either direction shows mirror images, whereas the chaotic attractor of either direction shows anti-symmetric images. (1) (2)
As the sgn(X) of the opamp can be closely approximated by tanh(x) = tanh(kX) for larger scaling values of k, the normalized dynamic presentation of the circuit is shown in (2) where D =τLI0/(C2Vr). Equation (2) can be transformed into a jerk form as (3) where coefficients a1 = (B+1), a2 = (2A+B), a3 = AB, a4 = AC, and a5 = AD. The model in (2) possesses two equilibrium points depending on the direction of I0. For a positive value of I0 and D is positive, the equilibrium point 
Simulations and Experiments
Solutions of (2) are numerically simulated using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integrator with a step size of 0.001. Table I summarizes Examples 1 and 2 of equilibrium points (P1, P2) and their eigenvalues, using two different sets of C1 and RL at I0 = 5.1 mA. Each example comprises a negative real eigenvalue (λ1) and a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues (λ2,3 = α  jβ) where α > 0. Therefore, the equilibrium points are spiral saddle points with an index 2. Example 1 corresponds to a general case where the equilibrium point is located off the attractor, as depicted in Fig. 2c and f. On the other hand, Example 2 corresponds a particular case where the equilibrium point intersects the attractor, as illustrated by a homoclinic orbit on an [X, Y, Z] plane in Fig. 5 . In addition, |λ 1 | > |α| follows the Shil'nikov condition [5] for a proof of chaos. Table II compares 
Conclusions
A simple current-reversible chaotic jerk oscillator has been proposed based on a single opamp. In contrast to other existing opamp-based chaotic oscillators where a diode or two opamps are exploited, this paper has suggested use of inherently hyperbolic tangent nonlinearity of a single opamp for a chaotic jerk circuit. No other nonlinearity is required. Numerical and experimental results of chaotic attractors have been illustrated and compared. The chaotic behaviour is electronically tunable through a current source in both positive and negative directions resulting in mirror images of the LLEs and anti-symmetric images of chaotic attractors. The homoclinic connection exists through an illustration of a homoclinic orbit.
